A stability analysis is performed on the two-state variable, integral-balance model of hillslope hydrology developed by Duffy [1996]. The motivation for the research is to develop a physically based, low-dimensional representation of inflow/outflow behavior within a hillslope-stream setting. Stability criteria are developed for the model equilibria and are evaluated using the results of numerical solutions of Richards' equation for a convex-concave hillslope geometry. We show that for homogeneous hillslopes of three widely varying soil types the single moisture equilibrium is classified as a stable node for low precipitation rates and a stable spiral for wet conditions. The spiral equilibrium indicates that the hillslope system is lightly damped, and transient oscillations of the state variables are expected for high precipitation rates. The timescale of these oscillations is of the order of several days to weeks for the model hillslopes examined. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the model contains a Hopf bifurcation from a stable static equilibrium to a stable limit cycle. The amplitude, phase, and frequency of the limit cycle are determined analytically using second-order averaging. However, this behavior is shown to be nonphysical for the particular homogeneous soils and hillslope geometry investigated. Implications of lightly damped behavior in the hillslope system include moisture oscillations in the field under wet conditions and difficulty in numerical solution of Richards' equation.
Background
The effects of microscale nonlinearity of saturated/ unsaturated flow on macroscale, observable hydrologic behavior remain largely unknown. The highly nonlinear partial differential equation for variably saturated flow [Richards, 1931] indicates the possibility of complex dynamical behavior at the hillslope scale. However, because energy inputs and especially precipitation are strong and noisy, it is difficult to separate the response to such forcing from the dynamics that may be inherent in the soil/groundwater system. Within the framework of dynamical systems, hillslope soil moisture and associated hydrologic fluxes can be thought of as a noisy forced dynamical system. Consistent with this conceptualization, a two-state variable integral-balance dynamical model for hillslope hydrology has recently been introduced by Duffy [1996] . The purpose of this paper is to characterize the dynamical behavior of this model using both analytical methods and the results of numerical solutions of Richards' equation. In particular, we explore conditions for stable and unstable moisture equilibria.
The approach taken here differs from the "local" analysis of stability of flow in porous media, which is associated with a highly fingered spatial distribution of moisture during infiltration and redistribution because of gravitational, viscous, and capillary effects [Saffman and Taylor, 1958; Chuoke et al., 1959; Hill and Parlange, 1972; Glass et al., 1989] . Although flow fingering could have a significant effect on the volume averaging inherent in our integrated state variables, here we analyze the temporal stability of the equilibria of the integrated hillslope; thus there is no explicit local spatial effect associated with stability or instability. Rather, stability refers to moisture equilibria that persist because of maintenance of a static balance of hillslope moisture fluxes. In addition, we adopt a dynamical systems approach to stability in that we are concerned with the qualitative dynamics of the model near the equilibria or fixed points in phase space [Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1986; Strogatz, 1994] . The global effects of stability/instability in the system are visualized through construction of phase portraits.
The Two-State Variable Integral-Balance Model
At the point scale, flow in porous media can be described by combining the continuity equation with the unsaturated form of Darcy's law [Richards, 1931] :
where C() ϭ d/d is the specific moisture capacity, is the suction or tension head, is volumetric moisture content, K is hydraulic conductivity, and z is the elevation. Application of (1) at the hillslope scale requires detailed information on soil hydraulic properties and initial and boundary conditions, their variability in space and time, and a numerical solution method. The two-state variable integral-balance model provides a physically based alternative to simulation of Richards' equaCopyright 1998 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 98WR02532. 0043-1397/98/98WR-02532$09.00 tion on the hillslope. The model is based on integration of the continuity equation over a hillslope control volume. This is made up of the saturated and unsaturated soil storage, with the water table serving as a moving boundary between these two storage volumes. The Reynolds transport theorem is used to relate local continuum equations for moisture to the system storages and fluxes, and the divergence theorem relates integrals of the spatial derivatives to integrals of the surface fluxes (see Duffy [1996] for details). A system of coupled ordinary differential equations with the following form results:
where the state variables consist of the hillslope-integrated unsaturated moisture storage (S 1 ) (L), and the hillslopeintegrated saturated moisture storage (S 2 ) (L). The f 01 and f 10 terms (L/T) indicate fluxes between the external environment (designated with subscript 0) and S 1 ; likewise, f 02 and f 20 (L/T) indicate fluxes between the external environment and S 2 . The g 12 terms (L/T) indicate internal fluxes across the moving S 1 /S 2 boundary (i.e., the water table). The system is made dimensionless by scaling with a characteristic length scale which is the product of soil depth d and porosity n and the velocity scale K sat (the saturated hydraulic conductivity). This gives dimensionless variables and fluxes:
where the circumflex refers to the unscaled variable. Note that scaling the state variables in this manner limits their values to the range [0 1]. The integral flux terms of (2) can be expressed as functions of the state variables S 1 and S 2 , and external forcing. Duffy [1996] developed these relations on the basis of numerical solutions [Lee, 1993] to Richards' equation on model hillslopes with homogeneous soil properties. The following functions are used for the constitutive relations in (2):
where p is the dimensionless precipitation rate (scaled by K sat ), S 1 0 and S 2 0 are the residual storage volumes, and the d i s are parameters required to be positive. Note that the recharge term ( g 12 ) contains a nonlinear cross-term coupling the two state variables; however, the external flux terms ( f 01 and f 20 ) are linear. The f 01 term represents the net input to the hillslope. This "effective precipitation" is inversely proportional to the extent of surface saturation, which is itself a linear function of saturated storage. The model thus represents the saturationexcess runoff mechanism in that p Ϫ f 01 represents the surface runoff from the surface saturated area. The f 20 term represents outflow from the hillslope, also a linear function of saturated storage (S 2 ). At steady state, f 01 ϭ g 12 ϭ f 20 , the net flow through the hillslope. The justification for this form of the model is that it is consistent with numerical experiment results [Lee, 1993] and is of low order; however, other forms of the model are certainly possible, for instance, quadratic or cubic external flux relations. In this simple case, external fluxes f 10 and f 02 are not included in the hillslope model.
The model parameters S 1 0 and S 2 0 are the residual storage volumes for the gravity-drained hillslope ( p ϭ 0). S 1 0 increases with steep slopes and fine-grained soils, and S 2 0 increases with milder slopes. The parameters d 0 , d 1 , and d 2 describe the form of the hillslope-scale recharge relation coupling the state variables. This relation is a function of moisture retention characteristics of the hillslope soils and the hillslope geometry. In general, steeper slopes and greater unsaturated moisture retention result in larger values of these parameters. The parameters of the external flux terms each have a clear physical interpretation: d 3 is the subsurface flow rate constant, and d 4 relates the extent of the surface saturated area with saturated storage.
In the following sections we explore the stability of the model equilibria under general conditions for a constant precipitation rate. It is important to realize throughout that an equilibrium in the integrated storage variables of the model corresponds to some equilibrium shallow water table/soil moisture spatial distribution. This configuration can be visualized through numerical simulations of Richards' equation [Duffy, 1996; Brandes and Duffy, 1996] .
Local Linear Stability Analysis
The model (2) can be written in vector notation as dS/dt ϭ f(S). Defining u ϭ S Ϫ S*, as a small deviation from equilibrium, we write the variational equation for u as
where Df(S*) is the Jacobian of f evaluated at the fixed point S*. The eigenvalues of the matrix Df(S*), hereafter designated A, govern the stability of the equilibrium S*. For the stability analysis it is convenient to shift the state variables to x ϭ S 2 Ϫ S 2 0 and y ϭ S 1 Ϫ S 1 0 and to define a new parameter ␦ ϭ d 2 ϩ S 1 0 . This eliminates the S 1 0 and S 2 0 parameters. Note that x must be positive; however, y may be negative. The system (2) then becomes
with a single fixed point:
The Jacobian matrix A for (7) may be written as In our case, because ␣, ␤, p, and the d i s are all positive quantities, it is obvious that Det(A) is always positive and the fixed point cannot be a saddle. Therefore the possible fixed points include stable and unstable nodes and spirals. Centers are not expected since the system is dissipative. An interesting question is under what conditions is Tr(A) positive, indicating an unstable fixed point? If the single fixed point is unstable, we expect another type of stable equilibrium, the limit cycle. For generic nonlinear systems, one can expect limit cycles to be created near a spiral-type equilibrium, as its stability changes smoothly from stable to unstable.
In order to explore these possibilities the expressions for Det(A) and Tr(A) are developed by substitution of x* and y* into ␣ and ␤. After some algebra they take the following forms
We see from (9) that Det(A) will increase as the precipitation rate increases, favoring spirals over nodes. The expression for Tr(A) contains five parameters determined by the hydraulic properties and form of the hillslope, and the control parameter, the precipitation rate p. By finding the zeros of this expression the stability boundaries can be determined as a function of p and the other parameters. However, the dimensionality of this parameter space makes visualization of the stability boundaries difficult. An alternative approach results in a useful instability condition on the relation between the steady state integrated state variables y*( x*), which incorporates all of the model parameters. This is detailed in the following section.
Instability Condition on the y* ؊ x* Relation
The instability condition on the relation y*( x*) of the integral-balance model can be developed by comparison of the expressions for Tr(A) and the slope d/dx* of y*( x*). First we express y* and Tr(A) as a function of the parameters and x*:
The expression for Tr(A) can be rewritten as
Now we find the slope of y*( x*), resulting in
By substitution of this expression into Tr(A) we see that Tr(A) can be written as
which leads to the conclusion that the condition for instability (i.e., Tr(A) Ͼ 0) is simply
Therefore, for the fixed point to be unstable the relation between x* and y* (or S* 2 and S* 1 ) must have local slope Ͻ Ϫ1. It is noted that the d 0 and d 1 parameters of (15) also determine the slopes of this relation; therefore stability is completely controlled by the form of the steady state recharge relation between the state variables and not by the external flux terms of the model.
Physical Implication of the Instability Condition
We now examine the physical implication of the instability condition (dS* 1 /dS* 2 ) Ͻ Ϫ1. For the assumptions of a rigid medium and incompressible fluid, mass conservation requires that the sum of the moisture state variables plus the empty (air-filled) pore space equals the total pore volume of the hillslope:
where S e designates the empty pore space (scaled by nd). Taking the derivative of (17) with respect to S 2 and substituting the condition for instability, one is left with the expression (dS* e /dS* 2 ) Ͼ 0. This inequality states that in the vicinity of an unstable fixed point the steady state empty pore volume must increase with increasing saturation of the hillslope. However, this scenario is physically impossible, as the empty pore space will always decrease as the water table rises. Therefore it is concluded that the condition for instability of the model equilibria, for the simple hillslope geometry and homogeneous soils investigated here, is nonphysical. The mass conservation constraint (17) does allow dS* 1 /dS* 2 to closely approach Ϫ1 without exceeding it, and in that case the system will be quite lightly damped, but not unstable.
Nodes and Spirals
The physically realizable equilibria for the model are either stable nodes or spirals. A spiral corresponds to a lightly damped equilibrium, and a node corresponds to a heavily damped equilibrium. In the time domain the spiral manifests itself as progressively smaller oscillations of the state variables until the static equilibrium point (fixed point) is reached. For our system this would correspond to a declining wave at the water table. On the other hand, for a node, there are no oscillations during relaxation; that is, the water table would rise or fall monotonically. Thus the degree of damping of the system has a significant effect on its time dynamics. For a lightly damped equilibrium as discussed in the previous section the system could make many oscillations before reaching the static fixed point.
The transition from stable node to spiral occurs when 4Det(A) ϭ Tr(A) 2 (see Figure 1 ). Using (9) and (15), we can write this condition for the model as
Given the curve y*( x*), for any value of x* one can use this expression to determine the critical precipitation rate for the transition from node to spiral. For precipitation rates less than this value the fixed point is a node, whereas for higher precipitation rates the fixed point is a spiral and oscillation occurs during relaxation. As p increases beyond this critical value, the system is progressively less damped. The system is most heavily damped when the slope d y*/dx* is positive.
Representative values of the model parameters are needed to examine these stability and damping criteria for the integralbalance model. To develop these data, we rely on numerical solutions of the partial differential equations (PDEs) for a typical hillslope geometry and three soil types. The approach is detailed in the following section.
Numerical Experiments
Numerical modeling experiments were conducted to solve the steady state Richards' equation over a two-dimensional hillslope domain using the finite element code FEMWATER [Yeh, 1987] . Details of the numerical method are given by Lee [1993] and have been summarized by Duffy [1996] . Solutions of the boundary value problem were developed for a range of constant precipitation rates. For each simulation the integrated moisture state variables S* 1 and S* 2 are determined numerically by summing over the saturated and unsaturated hillslope volumes. The steady state position of the water table and associated surface saturated area are determined from the experiment.
The geometry used here is that of a convex-concave hillslope of height H 25 m, length L 100 m, and soil depth d over an impermeable base of 2.5 m, as shown in Figure 2 . These values are somewhat arbitrary but are typical of hillslopes in humidtemperate regions. The boundary conditions include no-flow (Neumann) boundaries along the sides (due to symmetry) and base of the hillslope, a variable infiltration/seepage boundary along the ground surface, and a single constant head (Dirichlet) node at the foot of the slope representing a first-order stream. For the experiments summarized here, three soil types were used, a Guelph loam, a Plainfield sand, and a medium sand [Clapp and Hornberger, 1977] designated Cl&H sand. Although these soils were intended to provide a wide range of hydraulic characteristics, the purpose here is not to provide an exhaustive set of numerical results for calibration but rather to determine appropriate parameter values for analysis of the two-state variable model. Additional soil types and hillslope geometries have been investigated by Lee [1993] , and those presented here reflect the general results.
The numerical code requires input of analytical functions or tabular data describing soil moisture content, soil moisture capacity, and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as a function of pore pressure. For the Guelph loam and Plainfield sand, soil hydraulic properties were described by the nonhysteretic parameterizations [Elrick et al., 1990] :
where , , and K are defined as previously, K sat is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and c i and k are fitting parameters. For consistency the Cl&H sand property data were also fitted to these parameterizations. Table 1 summarizes the soil property parameter values used in the numerical experiments. The selected soils cover a range of almost 3 orders of magnitude in conductivity and a wide range in porosity. The water retention and relative conductivity functions for the soils are shown in Figure 3 . Note in Figure 3 that the Guelph loam retains significantly more moisture than the sands and thus shows a gradual decrease in conductivity with pore tension, Figures 4a, 5a , and 6a show the steady state relation S* 1 (S* 2 ) developed over a range of precipitation rates, i.e., the fixed points for different values of p. Figures 4b, 5b , and 6b show S 1 and S 2 against f 01 , the net steady flux through the hillslope. Figures 4c, 5c , and 6c show fractional saturated surface area ( fr SSA ) against S 2 . Notice that the data show the similarity between the scaled S* 1 -S* 2 relations of all three soil types, the most significant difference being the lower unsaturated storage (S 1 ) of the Plainfield sand. In addition, the scaling of the flux quantities with saturated hydraulic conductivity results in the same range of dimensionless flux values (0 -0.01) for all three soil types.
The form of the steady state relation between the state variables S* 1 and S* 2 is an important result of these experiments, as we have already seen that stability depends on the slopes of this relation. The inverse relation between unsaturated and saturated storage (except under very dry conditions) is a consequence of the state variables "competing" for the available hillslope pore space. For dry conditions, S* 1 and S* 2 are proportional because infiltration increases storage in both the initially dry unsaturated zone and the saturated zone near the stream channel. As precipitation rate increases, a moisture level is soon reached at which the relationship between the state variables becomes competitive, and their steady state relationship has negative slope. This is due to the water table (S 2 ) rising and beginning to capture the unsaturated soil (S 1 ) volume. For wetter conditions the competitive relationship remains until in the limit of saturation, S* 2 approaches 1 and S* 1 approaches 0. This general structure is seen for a variety of soil types and hillslope configurations [Lee, 1993] .
Nonlinear least squares fitting of (5) and (6) with the data from Figures 4 -6 was used to estimate the parameters for the two-state model. These fits are shown in Figures 4 -6 as solid lines. The parameter values are summarized in Table 2 . For each of the three soil types the fitted parameter values, used in conjunction with (18), result in a stable fixed point, a node for low precipitation rates and a spiral under wetter conditions. For dry conditions when the water table is near its lowest state the system is highly damped. This is due to the large adsorptive capacity of the hillslope for moisture. For example, when p ϭ 0 (interstorm periods) the equilibrium is always a node. As the hillslope becomes wetter and the capillary fringe moves higher up the slope, the damping provided by the unsaturated soil decreases. The transition from node to spiral tends to occur at values of p near the inflection in the S* 1 -S* 2 relation, where the state variables become competitive. Therefore the hillslope system at high precipitation rates is not as highly damped as might be suspected and will show oscillations during relaxation at constant p.
An important characteristic of the spiral fixed point oscillations is their period, particularly with respect to precipitation and solar forcing cycles. The dimensionless frequency of the damped oscillation is given by the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalues, and the period is T ϭ 2/. The periods of the oscillations for each soil type are shown in Table 3 for three precipitation rates. The very long periods for the Guelph loam and Plainfield sand are due to the low saturated hydraulic conductivities of these soils as determined in the laboratory. Flow timescales obtained using laboratory-derived matrix soil properties are much greater than for natural hillslope soils, which often include pathways of high conductivity. Inverse fitting of lumped parameter hillslope models to field baseflow data has indicated effective K sat values of the order of 10 Ϫ2 -10 Ϫ1 cm s Ϫ1 for small catchments [Zecharius and Brutsaert, 1988; Troch et al., 1993] . Using these conductivity values and the dimensionless T values given in Table 3 results in oscillation periods of the order of several days to weeks, still rather long in comparison with typical storm durations.
The slope of the S* 1 -S* 2 relation for each soil type ( Figures  4a, 5a , and 6a) is not steep enough for unstable equilibria (i.e., (dS* 1 /dS* 2 ) Ͼ Ϫ 1), as expected, since we have shown this condition to be nonphysical for the particular hillslope geometry and homogeneous soils investigated here. However, the relations for the Guelph loam and Cl&H sand approach the instability criteria, suggesting that an unstable fixed point may be possible for more complicated hillslope shapes with heterogeneous soil properties. One can easily construct a hypothetical S* 1 -S* 2 relation that will produce an unstable fixed point in the model for a certain range of p. Such a relation is shown in Figure 7 Table 2 , and the relation shown is similar to that of the Guelph loam, also shown in Figure 7 .
Phase Portraits
The phase portrait is a standard tool for analysis of dynamical systems and provides a useful way to visualize system behavior. In the phase space, in which each coordinate or dimension is a state variable of the system, qualitative aspects of the dynamics are revealed by the patterns of the timeimplicit trajectories evolving from various initial conditions. These patterns tend to take a limited number of forms, each associated with distinct types of dynamical behavior.
Phase portraits of the two-state variable model for a constant precipitation rate are constructed here using the VisualDSolve package [Schwalbe and Wagon, 1996] . On each phase portrait, in addition to solution trajectories, we also show the nullclines (curves upon which dS 1 /dt ϭ 0 and dS 2 /dt ϭ 0) and physical limits on the system states. The intersection of the two nullclines gives the fixed point. The physical limits on the system are given by two inequalities: (1) S 1 ϩ S 2 Յ 1 and (2) S 1 ϩ S 2 Ն S 1 0 ϩ S 2 0 . The first limit is due to the constraint that total storage cannot exceed the hillslope pore volume, and the second is due to the constraint that total storage must exceed the residual storage value corresponding to p ϭ 0. Only system states that fall within these criteria are physically meaningful.
Phase portraits and corresponding time domain behavior for one phase-space trajectory are illustrated in Figure 8 for each soil type discussed in the previous section. In each case the precipitation rate is p ϭ 0.004. For the Guelph loam ( Figure  8a ) the equilibrium is a stable spiral in phase space, and the time trajectories show a lightly damped oscillation about the fixed point (0.4, 0.44). For the Plainfield sand ( Figure 8b ) the equilibrium is also classified as a stable spiral, but only a single small oscillation occurs in the time domain. Because of the greater volume of dry soil (empty pore space) in the Plainfield hillslope, there is more damping in the system. For the Cl&H sand the phase portrait is quite similar to that of the Guelph loam, as might be expected from the similarity in the scaled steady state integral relations. Note, however, that the actual time represented by each trajectory is much less in this case because of the greater hydraulic conductivity of the Cl&H sand (see Table 3 ). A phase portrait and time-domain trajectory for the hypothetical S* 1 -S* 2 relation of Figure 7 is shown in Figure 9 . In this case the numerically obtained phase portrait indicates a limit cycle surrounding the unstable fixed point, and the time trajectory shows large amplitude oscillations. The significance of the limit cycle is that at steady state the state variables oscillate periodically with constant rainfall forcing, i.e., a "self-excited" oscillation. The limit cycle is due to the strong nonlinear interaction between the state variables in the recharge term (3) and unlike spirals and nodes, cannot occur in a linear system. Although limit cycle behavior is not possible for the homogeneous soils and convex-concave hillslope investigated above, the easily obtained lightly damped solutions indicate the possibility that such dynamics may occur under more complicated hillslope conditions. Therefore the limit cycle behavior is further analyzed in the following section.
The Stable Limit Cycle Solution

Hopf Bifurcation
The transition from a static spiral fixed point to a periodic equilibrium or limit cycle as a parameter is smoothly varied is known as a Hopf bifurcation. Taking the precipitation rate p to be the bifurcation parameter (the other parameters are fixed by a particular hillslope geometry and soil type), the Hopf bifurcation theorem [Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1986] requires that (1) the matrix A has a pair of complex conjugate (2) at some value p*, ␥( p*) ϭ 0, and (3) Ѩ␥( p*)/Ѩp 0. Using the parameters of the unstable fixed point case and a p value of 0.0035, we find complex conjugate eigenvalues of Ϫ0.00148 Ϯ 0.02834i. For p* ϭ 0.00438 and p* ϭ 0.00594 we find ␥( p*) ϭ 0. Furthermore Ѩ␥(0.00438)/Ѩp ϭ 0.96 and Ѩ␥(0.00594)/Ѩp ϭ Ϫ0.78. So, there are, in fact, two Hopf bifurcations as p increases, a supercritical bifurcation to the limit cycle at p* ϭ 0.00438 and a subcritical bifurcation back to a static equilibrium at p* ϭ 0.00594.
Finding the Limit Cycle by the Method of Averaging
The local linear stability analysis presented above does not give us any information about the phase portrait except at the fixed point. Although we can numerically generate phase portraits showing a limit cycle surrounding the unstable equilibrium (see Figure 9) , to understand the way in which system parameters can be varied to give limit cycles requires additional analytical techniques.
The classical perturbation method of averaging [Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1986; Murdock, 1991] is used to find the amplitude and phase of the limit cycle as a function of the model parameters. Averaging is based on the premise that small nonlinear terms introduce slow amplitude and phase drift from the linear solution C cos (t ϩ ) (i.e., simple harmonic motion), where C is a constant determined by initial conditions. Thus the contribution of the nonlinear terms can be represented by their average over one cycle time T ϭ 2/. The result is a pair of "slow-time" differential equations, one each for the amplitude and phase drift of the motion on the limit cycle. Equilibria of the slow-time equations correspond to limit cycles, and the stability of these equilibria are readily assessed from the slow-time equations. Averaging is accomplished here by applying a general result for nonlinear oscillators to our specific problem.
The method involves transformation of the original system (7) to normal or canonical form using the complex eigenvectors of A, then additional transformations to put the system into the proper form for averaging, followed by the averaging itself. These calculations are tedious and for brevity, full details are not included here; however, a description of the required transformations and application of the second-order averaging technique are discussed in Appendix A.
Application of averaging yields equations of the following form (in polar coordinates) for the amplitude and phase drift
where r is the radius of the limit cycle, is the phase drift, and the terms f 1 and f 2 are rather complicated rational functions shown in Appendix B. Equation (21) will have a positive real equilibrium r* (i.e., the system will have a limit cycle of radius r*) only if ␥ and f 1 have opposite sign. Previously, we showed that the unstable fixed point occurs when Tr(A) is positive (see Figure 1 ). Since ␥ ϭ Tr(A)/2 it follows that for stable limit cycles to exist, ␥ must be positive and f 1 must be negative. We can determine that the limit cycle is stable by noting that for r Ͻ r*, the right-hand side of (21) is positive, and for r Ͼ r*, it is negative. Therefore small-amplitude oscillations (r Ͻ r*) are amplified, and largeamplitude oscillations (r Ͼ r*) are damped out. Though complex, the f 1 term can be used to investigate how the model parameters determine the amplitude of the oscillation. The limit cycle radius can be assessed for a given set of parameters by numerically evaluating (21) or (B1).
Equation (22) indicates that the rate of phase drift on the limit cycle will be constant and dependent on r*. Because the phase (r*) is equal to a constant ( f 2 r* 2 /) of time, the phase drift will cause the frequency of the motion on the limit cycle to be slightly different than . For a precipitation rate of p ϭ 0.0045 (as used in Figure 9 ) the dimensionless period of the oscillation for the unstable fixed point case is 205.8. Using the saturated conductivity and porosity data for the Cl&H hillslope, this translates to a period of 13 days.
In order to relate (21) and (22) back to the integrated moisture state space it is necessary to invert the series of transformations described above to recover the original x and y variables. This will result in equations for x and y on the limit cycle in terms of sin [t ϩ (t)] and cos [t ϩ (t)]. For the unstable fixed point case with p ϭ 0.0045 the result is shown in Figure 10 , together with the numerically generated limit cycle (shown previously in Figure 9 ). It can be seen that the limit cycle found analytically using second-order averaging closely matches the limit cycle obtained numerically.
Conclusions and Implications
In this paper we have explored the dynamical behavior of a new integral-balance model of hillslope hydrology and soil moisture [Duffy, 1996] . The basis of the model is the integration of the local continuity equation over the hillslope, and the constitutive relations are based on integration of numerical solutions to Richards' equation. The form of the steady state relation coupling the state variables determines the stability of the model's single equilibrium. This equilibrium is either a stable node at low precipitation rates or a spiral for wetter conditions. The physical reasoning for these types of equilibria is that under dry conditions, there is a large adsorptive capacity of the hillslope for additional moisture, and consequently, the system is highly damped. Under wet conditions the capillary fringe extends upslope and can quickly be converted to the saturated state. Therefore the internal damping provided by the unsaturated soil is much reduced. The fact that spiral equilibria are readily obtained for all three soil types indicates that the integrated hillslope system is not as strongly damped as may be assumed given the diffusive nature of Richards' equation. Equation (18) can be used to predict the onset of lightly damped behavior in the integrated system. These types of equilibrium behavior indicate that the integrated hillslope system is not greatly influenced by the localscale nonlinearities in Richards' equation. However, the model admits a stronger nonlinearity, a Hopf bifurcation to a limit cycle, when the slope of the S* 1 -S* 2 relation is ϽϪ1. For the particular hillslope configuration and homogeneous soil investigated here this behavior is shown to be nonphysical. However, we cannot preclude the bifurcation occurring for more complicated hillslope shapes or heterogeneous and hysteretic soils. Further numerical work is continuing to assess the effect of stratified soils and macropore soil characteristics on the constitutive relations of the model. Preliminary results indicate that higher-order functions will be required to accurately fit the numerical solutions for such hillslopes [Brandes, 1998 ]. Regardless of whether an unstable fixed point and limit cycle solution are physical, it is clear that the system can become lightly damped, and under these conditions, transient oscillations of the state variables are to be expected.
For hillslopes of differing length, geometry, and soil properties, oscillations could occur at a wide range of periods. Considering the strong forcing typical of a natural watershed, an interesting question is whether such moisture oscillations could be detected independent of the response to external forcing. There are two likely explanations as to why they have not been reported: (1) relaxation in the field occurs during interstorm periods, when p ϭ 0 and the analysis shows the equilibrium is a node, and (2) the timescale of the oscillations (a few days to weeks) is quite long in comparison to the typical duration of rain events; for shorter duration events, only small portions of such trajectories could be observed.
The presence of lightly damped solutions also has implications to modeling with Richards' equation. In additional numerical modeling efforts [Brandes, 1998 ], difficulty was encountered obtaining convergence for intermediate moisture conditions. This often occurred for values of precipitation corresponding to near the peak in the S* 1 -S* 2 relation despite attempts with progressively finer grid sizes and time steps. The significance is that these convergence problems may not only be due to numerical instability, as is often claimed, but also to lightly damped physical solutions as predicted by (18).
As a first step, this paper has focused on the autonomous hillslope system, that is, with constant precipitation forcing. Additional analysis of the dynamically forced model is underway to assess its behavior. We note that interactions between forcing and characteristic frequencies of lightly damped nonlinear systems are capable of producing a rich variety of dynamic responses [see Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1986; Strogatz, 1994] .
terms are order small, and linear terms in ␥ and cubic nonlinear terms are order 2 small. The system (A5) is clearly in the form of a perturbed harmonic oscillator. Weakly nonlinear equations of this form can be studied using a variety of perturbation techniques. We apply the method of averaging. Using the Van der Pol transformation ͬ system (A5) can be put directly into normal form for averaging:
Because of the presence of quadratic nonlinearities in (A5), averaging to first order yields no information, and thus secondorder averaging is required. This yields the slow-time equations shown in Appendix B.
